Hello everyone and welcome! We really appreciate your continued interest in this collaborative and look forward to getting started. First we will start with a few housekeeping reminders:

1) To reduce the likelihood of feedback during the call, we’ve muted everyone.
2) Please use the chat function to ask questions. We have time at the end of the presentations to respond to any questions submitted during the webinar, and, we’ll open to a Q&A format at the end.
3) The webinar is being recorded. We will post it later and provide a link so you can review or share with any member of your team unable to be on the call. Please frame any questions with the understanding it will be part of the recording.
Meeting Agenda

• Brief update on CT project
• Review of topics submitted
• Next Steps
• Q&A

Here is our agenda for today.

1) A broad overview of the PSQC
   1) What is a quality improvement collaborative?
   2) Our mission
   3) Our proposed structure
   4) Our admin team members and executive committee members
   5) Who are our current members
   6) Data source

2) Brief overview of QI in healthcare
   1) IHI MFI
   2) Difference between QI and research

3) Review of PSQC July SAR
   1) Review of data on comp appy OS/SSI
   2) CT utilization vs negative appy graph

4) A review of our first project
   1) Pivot from SSI to CT utilization
2) Discussion of how you define “CT at your institution”
3) Participating site time commitment
4) Proposed timeline for first project

1) Next steps

2) Q&A
I’ve loaded a new toy for all upcoming webinars called Poll Everywhere. I’m sure some of you have used it in the past. I want to have a little fun with it though during this webinar. This may be a total disaster but hey why not give it a shot!
Poll Title: Where are you located?
https://www.polleverywhere.com/clickable_images/TOY1QKHF9cQCnAV59hBwc
CT Project Update

Starting in October, we began interviewing surgeon champions at some of our high performing and low performing hospitals in the PSQC. We were able to interview 14 sites and include other members of the team-ped radiologists, PEM, SCRs-in the interviews for some sites.
Using the information we gathered from our interviews, we’ve developed an implementation guide which we will debut on April 22.
We were able to code all the interviews and used that in the development of a fishbone diagram and key driver to guide the implementation strategies we’ve included in the guide.
It will come as little surprise to all of you that success is dependent upon a working partnership across departments. More to come in April, but, we are hoping that our poor performing hospitals as well as our ‘as expected’ hospitals, will try to implement at least one of the changes we’ve outlined. Start small and build on that.
Poll Title: How are you feeling about the PSQC CT project?
https://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/IKVGJQF9Rm7QQWrB6f6rL?flow=Default&onscreen=persist
I’ve listed the 5 most common topic suggestions I received via that RedCAP poll I sent out. Now I’d like to give you all a chance to provide suggestions or feedback.
We’re going to use Poll Everywhere again. Please don’t use any punctuation as that won’t display.
Poll Title: What topics would you like to bring to these meetings?
https://www.polleverywhere.com/free_text_polls/ieM40xzAW0VdOl7pQSTB
Open Discussion
Next Steps

- Topic for webinar on June 15th
- How do we want to conduct
- Mentor opportunities
We’d like to spend the remaining time answering your questions. Please use the raise hand function if you’re on the desk top app. Otherwise, please text me.
The slide deck and a link to the recording of this webinar will be forwarded to all as soon as it is available. It will also be posted on our website. I will also be sending out a post presentation survey for you all to complete. Feedback is anonymous. Will help me improve!